WILD WOODS

AN EXPLORER’S GUIDE TO
BRITAIN’S WOODS AND FORESTS
• A handsomely illustrated guide to the most magical
forests in England, Scotland and Wales
• This latest addition to the award-winning ‘Bradt on Britain’
series will be supported by a far-reaching media and
digital marketing campaign
• A unique collection of micro-adventures for fans of
Alastair Humphreys, Oliver Rackham, Peter Wohlleben and
the Wild Guides to the UK
Imagine a journey deep into the heart of an ancient forest, searching for lost ruins, swimming in hidden
waterfalls and sleeping under the stars in a hammock. Wild Woods contains detailed instructions on how to
explore over 500 of the most magical, extraordinary and lesser-known woods and forests in the land. Featuring
stunning photography and lively travel writing, it reveals life-affirming ways to connect with wild places through
adventure. This is the perfect book for families, as well as wilderness lovers seeking new experiences well off
the beaten track.
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Seafront pay & display parking with slipway
at Marazion Beach near the Godolphin Arms.
You can reach St Michael’s Mount on foot via a
causeway at low tide (see stmichaelsmount.
co.uk for causeway opening times;
50.1243, -5.4757, SW 516 307,
TR17 0EQ). The Mount's NT castle &
gardens are open to the public during
weekdays from April to October & most
weekends, 10 mins.

1. MADRON WELL & BAPISTRY
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Ancient holy well, revered for its magical
healing powers. As you approach you’ll
see a tree covered in ‘cloughties’ – votive
rags of clothing that, as they rot away, take
illness with them. Visit by moonlight for a
profoundly mystical experience.
Just a ½ mile outside the village of Madron,
take a signposted turning right to a parking
area. Follow the path through trees down to
the well chapel or baptistery & the well itself.
A stone marker points right to the well chapel
(which has water from the well channelled to
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it) & left to the well – a simple stone-enclosed
spring some distance from the cloughtie tree.
Wear wellies as the route to the well is wet
& boggy with no actual pathway, 20mins.
50.1369, -5.5754, SW4 46 324, TR20 8SZ.
For a suitable local base, try Bodrifty
Roundhouse( 01275 395446 canopy
andstars.co.uk).

where a ‘black beast’ has been seen. Bent
pins were thrown into the healing waters
for good luck – people today prefer coins.
Below B3274 Stenalees road on the outskirts
of St Austell. Turn left down the narrow lane
after passing beneath the viaduct & find the
well on your right, 3 mins. 50.3452, -4.7965,
SX 011 532, PL25 5AG.

2. MENCUDDLE WELL
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Lush woodland surrounds this holy well,
waterfall and ancient carved Druid’s
Chair – a site of mystical significance

3. PENHALLAM MANOR
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
A principal home of the powerful
Cardinham family from around 1170 to
1428. Surrounded by pretty bluebell

woods the low, moat-enclosed ruins reveal
a sophisticated design.
From the A39 heading north turn right at
Treskinnick Cross. Follow lanes to Week St Mary,
then signs to Penhallam on the right, 20mins.
50.7540, -4.5184, SX 224 979, EX22 6XW.
4. MOUNTS BAY PREHISTORIC
SUBMERGED FOREST
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
The remains of 4–6,000 year old trees can
be seen during low tides and following
storms, where a low-lying primeval forest
once stood.

5. ST NECTAN’S WATERFALL & KIEVE
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
A wooded valley where a crystal torrent
tumbles 30ftinto a basin carved out of the
bedrock by the crashing water, the water
flows along a narrow cleft and plunges into
a pool via a hole in the rocks. In the 5th
century St Nectan is believed to have sited
his sanctuary above the waterfall and lived
there as a hermit. With Tintagel Castle close
by, there’s also a rumour that King Arthur’s
knights began their Grail quest here.
Downstream in Rocky Valley are
the ruins of an 18th-century wool mill.
Directly behind you’ll find two remarkable
examples of rock art. Possibly early Bronze
Age (1800—1400bc), they are mazes or
‘finger labyrinths’. Follow with your finger
to the labyrinth’s core.
For the waterfall ( 50.6644, -4.7168),
find a track with a post box, opposite a
phone box by the free car park off B3263
in Trethevey, 2 miles east of Tintagel. Bear
right and follow it for 1 mile, past St Piran’s
Well, down into the woods and up along
a stream, finally climbing the steps to the
shrine entrance. 20 mins. For Rocky Valley
( 50.6740, -4.7299, SX 072 895, PL34 0BQ),

ounded by the Celtic Sea, Cornwall is a wild county of
granite cliffs ablaze with beautiful flowers, mystic shrines
and sinuous dells. Distanced from the windswept north
and sheltered from English Channel, its tranquil creeks are
a world like no other. Lined with lush forests and fragments
of never cleared Cornish wildwood, these important wildlife
havens are perfect for kayak foraging.
To the northeast a great granite dome dominates the green fields
of Devon, a lost world rooted in prehistory. Wistman’s Wood, Piles
Copse and Black-a-Tor Copse are forgotten fragments of Dartmoor’s
original ancient forests; sensational survivals where you can watch
the sun set and imagine remote times. You could stay longer. Discrete
wild camping is encouraged, making Dartmoor a wonderful place to
feel healthier and more alive by re-learning lost knowledge.
Our Mesolithic ancestors were utterly attuned to their environment
and as a matter of survival knew every plant, animal and river in their
realm. When you camp wild consider slowly compiling a journal,
noting useful species and seeing the world through their eyes.
Would the shadowy glades feel familiar? Are Black-a-Tor’s
depths unchanged? Peat pollen reveals that the Mesolithic or
‘Atlantic’ wildwood of northwest Europe was a mosaic of mixed
woodland where limes, elms and oaks were the most important
trees. Limes reach their limit in northern England and fall short
of Ireland, so local variation aside the northern and western
extremities including Cornwall were more of a mixture of elm,
oak, hazel and alder, with lime dominant in most of the lowlands
including large parts of Devon.
Conventional wisdom has it that higher areas of Dartmoor were
largely open and cleared of woodland by the beginning of the
Bronze Age (2500-1500 bc). After all, Neolithic stone rows, circles
and Bronze Age cairns often aligned with celestial bodies and were
meant to be seen.
However, beyond the mysterious ritual and settlement areas high
Dartmoor seems to have been a much wilder environment than
once thought. Recent research suggests large areas of oak-hazel
wildwood existed on the tops as late as the Iron Age (800 bc- ad43).
Around this time dramatic changes in land use led to an open,
grass-dominated landscape with bog and scattered hazel. Thus
were the beginnings of a wild, legend-rich expanse where at night

park on the B3263 just east of Bossiney, at the
layby turn off to Halgabron & find footpath
opposite, 20mins.
6. FERNWORTHY MEGALITHS
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Remote reservoir and Dartmoor’s biggest
spruce forest (575ha). Amongt the trees are
the remains of many Bronze Age dwellings
and burial cairns, as well as ceremonial
stone rows and stone circles. Low water
levels reveal yet more archaeology,
including a medieval clapper bridge,
Bronze Age hut circles and the odd cist
(burial chamber). On the western margins
of the reservoir you’ll find the ruins of
Fernworthy, a farm of Saxon origins which
was abandoned and demolished shortly
before the reservoir was flooded in the
late 1930s. That successive generations
left the ancient stones within its bounds
standing implies superstitious reverence
for the remains, perhaps linked to a belief
that ‘earth gnomes’ guarded the granite
hereabouts.
5 miles southwest of Chagford. Follow
the road signposted Fernworthy Reservoir.
Ignore the first forest entrance sign stating
'Fernworthy Forest' & cross over the cattle grid.
Carry on for a further 200mbefore turning right
into car park. 50.6395, -3.8832, SX 669 838,
TQ13 8EA.
7. LAVETHAN WOOD
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
A magical little wood, full of ferns and
mosses. Named after the ancient Lavethan
Estate, you’ll find spring bluebells and
endangered violet oil beetles here. Active
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March–July, they have a striking iridescent
appearance as light is refracted off their
bodies, giving a purple, blue or green sheen.
Poet Laureate Sir John Betjeman
was drawn to the village of Blisland and
declared the parish church of St Protus
and St Hyacinth to be the most beautiful
in the West. Meanwhile, the Blisland Inn
is renowned for its real ales and good,
hearty food.
From Bodmin follow the A30, taking the
junction towards Blisland. 300m southeast of
the village, just before a bridge crossing a small
river, there is a small parking bay & access gate
on the left, 5 mins. 50.5255, -4.6759, SX 104
729, PL30 4JB.
8. CABILLA & REDRICE
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
A jewel within the Glyn valley: the longest
unbroken stretch of ancient woodland in
the county. A varied mosaic of humid
ancient woodland and wetland provides
a habitat for colourful dragonflies and
fritillaries, dormouse and visiting pied
flycatcher. Look for basking reptiles: slow
worm, adder, grass snake and common
lizard, or maybe a roe or red deer. Bats
inhabit an abandoned mine and rare
blue ground beetles occur here. Once
considered extinct, these huge indigo
insects can be seen at night as they hunt
for slugs. To the east is Largin Castle,
an Iron Age hillfort on a spur above the
Fowey, deep within deciduous woodland.
South of the fort are a series of Civil
War earthworks.
From A38 Bodmin or Liskeard, take the minor
road left signposted Cardinham approximately
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1 mile east of Bodmin Parkway Station. Cross
the River Fowey and turn right on small track.
Park by the roadside opposite the sawmill,
where there is an obvious track east into the
woods, 5mins. 50.4573, -4.6375, SX 128
652, PL30 4EQ
9. SCANNICLIFT COPSE
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
The extraordinary richness of this steep,
seldom visited ancient oak wood utterly
belies its small size. Look for veteran trees,
enchanter’s nightshade, bird's nest orchid,
melanistic fallow deer, horned rhinoceros
beetles and greater and lesser horseshoe
bats in old Manganese mines. Good
foraging with hazel coppice, blackthorn,
hawthorn and crab apple among the shrub
layer, and edible delights like pignut and
wild garlic on the ground.
Some 7 miles southwest of Exeter on the
B3193, turn left for Doddiscombsleigh & find
the footpath on the right, opposite the Sheldon
Centre, 10mins. 50.6646, -3.6370, SX 8440
862, EX6 7PW.
10. HALSDON WOOD
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Ancient oak woods and water meadows
line this sparkling stretch of the River
Torridge. Haldon and is one of the best
places to spot otter in Devon, along
with bluebells, dippers, kingfishers and
butterflies. Try the riverside hide around
dawn or dusk.
Parking on lanes 1 mile west of Dolton
(B3217 or A3124) or 1 mile north at Ashwell,
20 mins. 50.8866, -4.0479, SS 560 116,
EX19 8RL.
XXX
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11. THE MIGHTY OAK TREE
CLIMBING COMPANY
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Guided tree climbing and tree-top camping
using ropes, harnesses and specially
designed four cornered hammocks. Wake
to the Cornish dawn chorus and enjoy
breakfast in the trees.
The Gardens, Nanswhyden, St Columb
Major, Cornwall TR8 4HT 07890 698651
treeclimbingcornwall.co.uk 50.4251,
-4.9919, SW 875 626.

Bodmin take the A38 towards Liskeard. 400m
beyond the Carminnow Cross roundabout
follow the brown tourist signs left & then left
again into car park. 50.4698, -4.6783, SX
100 667, PL30 4AL.
13. TAMAR TRAILS & WILD SWIMMING
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Bike, hike or canoe amid the lost
landscapes of the Tamar Valley where tin,
copper, silver-lead, and arsenic were once
mined. For a tree-top perspective, try the
Tree Surfers adventure course which has
zip wires, walkways and rope bridges.
From ancient Blanchdown Wood in the
heart of the area, follow the path south
to a beautiful, remote weir pool for wild
swimming. Across the river, Clitters Wood is
dotted with wild ruins and chimney stacks.
Tamar Trails Centre ( 50.5338, -4.2044,
SX 438 727, PL19 8JG): Gulworthy off the
A390 west of Tavistock. Trail maps can be
downloaded at tamartrails.co.uk & bikes
can be hired from the centre. For Blanchdown

12. CARDINHAM WOODS
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Look for red and roe deer in these mixed FC
woods, along with otter on the river. Trek to
the ivy-clad remains of Wheal Glyn silver
mine and mess about by the clapper bridge
over Cardinham Water. For thrills try the
12.5 mile Blue Grade (moderate) Beast of
Bodmin XC trail which has two Red Grade
sections off the main route.
Margate Ln, Bodmin PL30 4AL. From
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16. ACORN CAMPING & GLAMPING
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Carved by the River Par and rich in
industrial remains, the deeply wooded
Luxulyan Valley is a destination in its own
right with clay works, a corn mill, mineral
railways and mining works. Acorn Camping
& Glamping offer quirky Hobbit hideaways,

15. OKEL TOR MINE
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Two converted valley-side Victorian copper
and tin mine buildings in beautiful woods

Accus dolorem inctia volupis con corepro videliquo ium et eum
imus incipsunt, comnissint, sunt.
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above the River Tamar for wild swimming.
The Count House was the mine captain's
office and the Smithy was the mine
workshop – both sleep 2. There are several
downhill mountain bike trails in the woods
for members of Woodland Riders; contact
Dartmoor Cycles 01822 618178 or visit
woodlandriders.com.
Off Eric Road ½ mile northeast of Calstock,
Cornwall PL18 9SQ 07976 799663
tinmine.com 50.4992, -4.1953, SX 444 689.

14. CORNISH TIPI HOLIDAYS
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Stunning back-to-nature tipi and wild
swimming campsite with 16 acres of
wildlife-rich woodland and meadows,
camping pitches, 20 tipis and its own
beautiful, spring-fed quarry lake where
you can swim, kayak and catch fish.
Tregeare, Pendoggett, St Kew PL30 3HZ
01208 880781 cornishtipiholidays.co.uk
50.5813, -4.7705, SX 039 793.
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Wood ( 50.5478, -4.2393, SX 414 743,
PL19 8PE), find the forest car park 1 mile east
of Horsebridge on the right. 30 mins. Reach
Clitters Wood ( 50.5300, - 4.2255, SX 423
723, PL18 9NZ) by following the dirt path then
footpath, upstream from next to Gunnislake
road bridge,1 mile, 20 mins.
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holes and huts, along with bell tents and
camping pitches.
Rock Cottage, Prideaux, St Blazey, Par,
Cornwall PL24 2SS 01726 814185
acorncampingandglamping.co.uk 50.3770,
-4.7323, SX 058 565.
17. THE WOOD LIFE
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Large, safari-style tent and romantic
shepherd’s huts set in ‘secret’ woodland
locations near Haldon Forest. The former
has a treehouse and swing. Passionate
practitioners of sustainable woodland
management and nature conservation,
the owners can provide ID guides and
magnifying jars.
The Linhay, Mill Yard, Kenn EX6 7UR
01392 832 509 & 07980 277 971 the
woodlife.org 50.6615, -3.5279, SX 921 857.

18. ASHBOURNE WOODS CAMPING
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Traditional and ‘semi-wild’ camping deep
within conifer woods on the edge of
Dartmoor. Alternatively there are pods,
yurts and bell tents. All pitches have fire pits.
Rattery, South Brent TQ10 9JZ 07562
532101 ashbournewoods.com 50.4417,
-3.7880, SX731617.
19. LEEWOOD GLAMPING
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Two Bohemian, beautifully hand-built
tents just a stone’s throw from the River
Walkham for wild swimming.
Adults only & no pets. Leewood, Huckworthy
Bridge, Yelverton, Devon PL20 6LP 07878
750343 leewood.co.uk 50.5161, -4.0744,
SX 530 705.
20. LOSTMEADOW TREEPOD
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Surreal treepod set in 20 acres of ancient
woodland and meadow. There are roe deer,
badger and fox in woods and you might see
glow worms around the meadow margins.
The Warleggan River flows alongside and is
perfect for paddling. Suspended safely by
wires, the two-bed, cedar-clad ball has a
ceiling window so you can watch the stars.
Broom Park Farm, Panters Bridge, Mount,
Bodmin, Cornwall PL30 4DP 0117 204 7830
canopyandstars.co.uk 50.4881, -4.5976,
SX 158 685.
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21. PONT PILL CREEK
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Isolated tributary opposite Fowey harbour,
cloaked in ancient woodland. The creek is
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a haven for birds and other wildlife. Oak,
beech and wild service trees support rare
insects and you might spot colourful
kingfishers swooping low over the water. At
the creek head is a small quay, warehouse
and boathouse. Explore by canoe or kayak.
Most of the creek ( 50.3375, -4.6098, SX
143 518, PL23 1NQ) is accessible at high water
only. Fowey Kayak Hire ( 01726 833627
foweykayakhire.co.uk) offer safe, escorted
river expeditions for the less experienced as
well as a range of kayaks for hire 30mins.
22. HELFORD RIVER WOODS
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Ancient oak woods line the shores of the
unspoiled Helford River, from Durgan up to
the old port of Gweek. Daphne Du Maurier’s
Frenchman’s Creek is by far the most famous
of the seven Helford inlets and attracts
kayakers and canoeists. Further upriver,
National Trust-owned Tremayne Wood has
a meadow, beach, rope swings and an old
boat house, along with stunning views
across the estuary to ancient Merthen
and Calamansack Woods. Tremayne Wood
contains a mix of ancient oak coppice and
exotic plantations of beech, sweet chestnut
and holm oak. The Trust also owns the old
boat house and the quay, a popular picnic
and camping site.
Merthen Wood extends for 2kmalong
the northern shore, occupying a peninsula
between the river and Polwheveral Creek.
Home to rare and endangered plants and
insects, it contains huge coppiced oaks
and primeval, hazel-filled hollows –
remnants of post-glacial wildwood that was
never cleared.

Merthen Wood: there is no official access
to Merthen & many other Helford River
woods, but they can be explored from
the river. Merthen Manor dates to the
16th century & offers atmospheric B&B
& self-catered accommodation (TR11 5RU
01326 340664 merthenmanor.co.uk
50.0940, -5.1795, SW 726 263). Frenchman’s
Creek ( 50.0851, -5.1467, SW 749 252,
TR12 6HU): 1 mile west of Helford village
on shore path, 20 mins. Koru Kayaking
( 07794 321827 korukayaking.
co.uk) offer kayaking around Cornwall or
canoeing around St Agnes. Their Frenchman’s
Creek Kayak Adventure launches from the
stunning private beach of the Budock Vean
Hotel, near Falmouth. Get to Tremayne
Wood ( 50.0883, -5.1739, SW 730 257,
TR12 6DA) from Mawgan heading to St
Martin; turn left on to the steep, narrow
lane by Gear Farm. At the bottom by the
stream, find a path left down through
woods, 20 mins.

23. WILDWISE CANOEING
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Single or multi-day guided expeditions on
the River Dart, foraging and camping along
the way. Canoe equipment is provided and
there’s a campfire storytelling option.
Dartington Space, Dartington Hall, TQ9
6EN 01803 868269 wildwise.co.uk
50.4501, -3.6918, SX 799 625.
24. FAL-RUAN ESTUARY
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
The wild, wood-fringed upper reaches of
the Fal and Ruan estuaries are of major
importance for the wintering wading birds
and for the stunning ancient woodlands
which clothe much of their banks. Very
tidal and best reached by canoe on
an incoming tide.
Access is limited. Canoe on a rising tide
from the Smuggler’s Moorings north of King
Harry Ferry 50.2225, -5.0219, SW 845 402,
TR2 5NG.
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two-bed, cedar-clad ball has a ceiling
window so you can watch the stars.
Broom Park Farm, Panters Bridge, Mount,
Bodmin, Cornwall PL30 4DP 0117 204 7830
canopyandstars.co.uk 50.4881, -4.5976,
SX 158 685.
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21. PONT PILL CREEK
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Isolated tributary opposite Fowey harbour,
cloaked in ancient woodland. The creek is
a haven for birds and other wildlife. Oak,
beech and wild service trees support rare
insects and you might spot colourful
kingfishers swooping low over the water. At
the creek head is a small quay, warehouse
and boathouse. Explore by canoe or kayak.
Most of the creek ( 50.3375, -4.6098, SX
143 518, PL23 1NQ) is accessible at high water
only. Fowey Kayak Hire ( 01726 833627
foweykayakhire.co.uk) offer safe, escorted river
expeditions for the less experienced as well as
a range of kayaks for hire 30mins.
22. HELFORD RIVER WOODS
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Ancient oak woods line the shores of the
unspoiled Helford River, from Durgan
up to the old port of Gweek. Daphne Du
Maurier’s Frenchman’s Creek is by far the
most famous of the seven Helford inlets
and attracts kayakers and canoeists.
Further upriver, National Trust-owned
Tremayne Wood has a meadow, beach,
rope swings and an old boat house, along
with stunning views across the estuary to
ancient Merthen and Calamansack Woods.
Tremayne Wood contains a mix of ancient
oak coppice and exotic plantations of
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beech, sweet chestnut and holm oak. The
Trust also owns the old boat house and the
quay, a popular picnic and camping site.
Merthen Wood extends for 2kmalong
the northern shore, occupying a peninsula
between the river and Polwheveral Creek.
Home to rare and endangered plants and
insects, it contains huge coppiced oaks and
primeval, hazel-filled hollows – remnants
of post-glacial wildwood that was never
cleared.
Merthen Wood: there is no official access to
Merthen & many other Helford River woods,
but they can be explored from the river.
Merthen Manor dates to the 16th century
& offers atmospheric B&B & self-catered
accommodation (TR11 5RU 01326
340664 merthenmanor.co.uk 50.0940,
-5.1795, SW 726 263). Frenchman’s Creek (
50.0851, -5.1467, SW 749 252, TR12 6HU):
1 mile west of Helford village on shore path,
20 mins. Koru Kayaking ( 07794 321827
korukayaking.co.uk) offer kayaking around
Cornwall or canoeing around St Agnes. Their
Frenchman’s Creek Kayak Adventure launches
from the stunning private beach of the Budock
Vean Hotel, near Falmouth. Get to Tremayne
Wood ( 50.0883, -5.1739, SW 730 257, TR12
6DA) from Mawgan heading to St Martin; turn
left on to the steep, narrow lane by Gear Farm.
At the bottom by the stream, find a path left
down through woods, 20 mins.
23. WILDWISE CANOEING
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Single or multi-day guided expeditions on
the River Dart, foraging and camping along
the way. Canoe equipment is provided and
there’s a campfire storytelling option.

Dartington Space, Dartington Hall, TQ9
6EN 01803 868269 wildwise.co.uk
50.4501, -3.6918, SX 799 625.
24. FAL-RUAN ESTUARY
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
The wild, wood-fringed upper reaches of
the Fal and Ruan estuaries are of major
importance for the wintering wading birds
and for the stunning ancient woodlands
which clothe much of their banks. Very
tidal and best reached by canoe on
an incoming tide.
Access is limited. Canoe on a rising tide
from the Smuggler’s Moorings north of King
Harry Ferry 50.2225, -5.0219, SW 845 402,
TR2 5NG.
13. TAMAR TRAILS & WILD SWIMMING
[MAP, PAGE XXX]
Bike, hike or canoe amid the lost
landscapes of the Tamar Valley where tin,
copper, silver-lead, and arsenic were once
mined. For a tree-top perspective, try the
Tree Surfers adventure course which has
zip wires, walkways and rope bridges.
From ancient Blanchdown Wood in the
heart of the area, follow the path south
to a beautiful, remote weir pool for wild
swimming. Across the river, Clitters Wood is
dotted with wild ruins and chimney stacks.
Tamar Trails Centre ( 50.5338, -4.2044,
SX 438 727, PL19 8JG): Gulworthy off the
A390 west of Tavistock. Trail maps can be
downloaded at tamartrails.co.uk & bikes
can be hired from the centre. For Blanchdown
Wood ( 50.5478, -4.2393, SX 414 743,
PL19 8PE), find the forest car park 1 mile east
of Horsebridge on the right. 30 mins. Reach
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WILD WOODS
FOR WILDLIFE
Tracking is the oldest science and was an essential huntergatherer skill. Basic knowledge of tracks and signs, along with
a stealthy, stalking demeanour adds a whole new dimension to
a woodland microadventure and will give you the best chance of
encountering big mammals. Follow fox prints in snow, find badger
sets, distinguish between deer and boars and, if you are patient,
catch a glimpse of a Scottish wild cat. Camera traps, set up along
animal trails, are great for snapping large mammals and other
wildlife. At night, use a bright, non-LED head torch or a lamp held
at eyelevel to detect eyeshine. Owl eyes are eerie orange, while
most mammals exhibit a greenish hue. With practice, you'll be
able to distinguish between different species.
ratur rerchitatur sequat. Aperatios delecul laccum quatet,
sequiaParciae quis si blam quiaere mporit eari consequi none
endendis eveless enihilles verci omnimag nissit offic tendi ipsae
con reptatus quate est earum ime nis ditis rehendi digenis eosam
estemporrum quid et quid est quo et omnimus et latecerchil
Horner Wood For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
The New Forest For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Richmond Park For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Brede Woods, Sussex for wild boar & glow worms, page XXX
Epping Forest For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Forest of Dean For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Grizedale Forest For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Chillingham ‘Aurochs’ For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Wildwood, Herne Common For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Knapdale Beavers For wild cats & ruins, page XXX
Coille na Glas Leitir For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Abernethy Forest For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
Rothiemurchus Forest For XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, page XXX
XXX

DISCOVER THE BEST WILD WOODS IN…
1. Cornwall & Devon 2. Exmoor & Somerset 3. Dorset, Wiltshire & the New Forest 4. Wye Valley & Forest of Dean
5. The Cotswolds 6. East Hampshire & the South Downs 7. Surrey Hills & the Wealden Forests 8. Thames Valley &
London 9. Eastern England 10. South Wales 11. Mid Wales & Marches 12. North Wales 13. Heart of England
14. The Peaks, Dales & Moors 15. Cumbria & the North East 16. Highlands & Islands 17. Aberdeenshire & Cairngorms
18. Perth and Argyll 19. South Scotland
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